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Instantly available IT solution for home office
workplaces
In times when business travel is restricted and employees prefer to work from their home
office, corporate IT must adapt quickly. Businesses need to respond to the crisis with both
short and long-term measures to increase resilience to future disruptions and prepare for
recovery and renewed growth. It is now the time to develop a digital workplace strategy
that includes collaboration applications, security controls, bring-your-own-device (BYOD)
programs and network support.
Many companies are faced with major hurdles in this respect:
• How can I easily access centrally hosted applications and data via "plug & play" with
any device?
• How can I enable high-performance remote access that feels as if users are working
locally?
• How can I open my corporate network securely to external users?
• How can I set up a new VDI infrastructure within hours?
These are just a few of the questions that IT decision-makers ask themselves in such
situations. In larger companies with several 1,000 employees, the challenges become even
greater.
oneclick™ provides answers and shows how working from the home office via streaming
works easily, quickly and securely for any size of company and any application
environment. Load tests of large companies show, for example, that with oneclick™ many
more users can be mapped with the existing infrastructure compared to classic VDI
technologies, because no software component of oneclick™ has to be installed on
application servers, which consumes overhead resources.
The project managers of oneclick™ can implement small and large projects efficiently and
within the shortest possible time, even in times of crisis, when speed and reliability are
required under high pressure. Already tomorrow, a remote access infrastructure can be
up and running from the cloud, available worldwide, with maximum security, without
installation on servers or end devices, without VPN, without setup costs, with flexible billing
per user and month.
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Our oneclick™ team is available for immediate appointment organization, by phone at
+44 121 512 0089, by e-mail to info@oneclick-cloud.com or via our website
https://oneclick-cloud.com/en/.
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About oneclick AG
oneclick AG with headquarters in Zurich, Switzerland, and an innovation motor in Prien
am Chiemsee, Germany, is specialized in the development and operation of a cloud
platform for the automated and secure deployment of digital workspaces. The goal of
oneclick AG is to play a major role in shaping and improving end user computing. oneclick
AG has been founded 2015 and has 25 employees.
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